There is the close correlation between conjugation and syntagmatic segmentation of speech expressed in certain syntagma typicality. The conjugated syntagma in live Russian speech and language of piece of art are identical on its structural-grammatical models. In the article is carried out an analysis of syntagmatic peculiarities of few Turkic languages, syntagma structures, its spontaneity, its additional functions, universal peculiarities of speech, possibility of syntagmatic segmentations; there was defined that all these peculiarities are more typical for informal language. At the same time there are specified the lexical and grammatical means at determination of the role of syntagma in speech sections conjunction. Among these means it is very important to consider the role of intonation and conjunctive means (prepositions, addresses and so on). The character of intonation-semantic unity in Turkic languages somewhat differs from the other language groups including Slavic or Romanic-Germanic ones. This is expressed in fact that syntagmas conjugated to the main structural-grammatical part of sentence are typified. The modern language processes that are represented first of all in formation of bilingualism have an influence on substantial syntagmas characteristics including Turkic languages.
Introduction
The division of language flows on sensible units shaped phonetically, grammatically and by intonation is very interesting for every language system in spite on number of its bearers. In this aspect syntagma play an exclusive role in shaping of speech, its oral expression, rhetorical possibilities.
Syntagma has several senses: 1. Binomial structure which parts are related as determined (Т) and determining (Т1) ones and it is not only words but also morphemes; compound sign of speech in which identificationrecognition functions are distributed between its components, and there must be two components because of binary character of syntagma.
2. The result of this phrasing is the result of syntactic-stylistic division (segmentation) of phrase [1] .
N. Sorokoletova thinks that -combination can be called syntagma only if it corresponds to the language laws. To appreciate joke, to cask parcel, to celebrate wedding, to present bookare true syntagmas. Syntagma (something that is combination what is not segmented) must always be based on the classes of units. If there is no such support, there is no syntagma.
Syntagmasthe natural combination of units are formed by language on the all its levelsfrom sounds to propositions. The compound propositions are syntagmas formed of propositions. The syntagmas diversity is truly inexhaustible‖ [2] .
Survey of problem condition
The terms -conjunctive connection‖ and -conjunctive construction‖ were offered by L. V. Scherba [3] and firstly described by V. V. Vinogradov [4] as specific stylistic technique. Conjunction appears as the next word, word combination, proposition that follows the main sentence and expresses the additional idea that sometimes is not in the same plane with the main sentence. The conjugated part adds, specifies (sometimes from unexpected side), develops the previous idea, it can be connected with the main sentence in semantic and grammatical aspect and appears in the process of speech or after it [4] .
The essence of conjunction phenomenon is presented in aspect of differentiation between language and speech. Proposition is a unit of language and sentence (phrase) is the unit of speech and these units not always coincide in its limits. This very case of mismatch is observed especially in conjunction of words and propositions.
A. P. Velichuk gives the following definition of conjunctive construction: -Conjunctive constructions are the syntactic units which subjective perspective has two plans and at two and more conjugated elements -has many plans‖» [5, 6] . According to the author the difference between coordination and conjunction is that -coordination is the method of syntactic consolidation of functionally homogenous units within the limits of communicative unit and conjunction is the method of syntactic consolidation of subjectively different syntagmas as a part of syntagmas of superior order‖ [6] (according to the author syntagma of superior order is conjunctive construction).
Materials and Methods
Syntagma is a conjunctive construction (in other words conjugated part, conjugated element) defined as: 1) Idea that unexpectedly occasionally came to mind; 2) Additional judgment;
3) Explanation of aforesaid; 4) Specification of circumstances of action or qualities of object or person; 5) Construction that expresses an idea absolutely opposite to expected one, so-called -logical jump‖; 6) Syntactic unities which subjective perspective has two or many plans. -The problem of conjunctive quality of syntagmas is closely connected with parcelling phenomenon existing in syntactic system of language. Proposition divided on parcels has two sides conjugating and conjugated ones. Conjugating side is the main one, it is also called basis proposition. It is parcel, it corresponds with topic. In fact conjunctive side is the part of conjugating one. As conjugating side is usually structurally incomplete such propositions can be called conjunctive incomplete propositions‖ [7, 8] .
Conjugation is characterized with peculiar rhythmic-melodic pattern. Conjunction is the natural condition of informal speech caused by its spontaneous character.
Conjunction is closely connected with syntagmatic segmentation of speech. Syntagmas which syntactic and intonation integrity is not doubted are conjugated to the main part of sentence. Breaking or crushing of syntagmas and its conjunction is observed rather seldom.
The collected material allows conclude that syntagmas conjugated to the main part of sentence are typified in structural-grammatical aspect.
Experimental procedure
In most cases syntagmas are conjugated in intonation way as we saw above. We worked with lexical content of several Turkic languages and with the other sources especially from artistic literature and folklore.
At the same time there are special means in speech that connects conjugated part with the main part of sentence.
Results. Discussion
The received results were grouped in several directions based on the means of connection and expression.
Means of coordinative words connection: Syntagmas conjunction with the help of special means. The most part f studied syntagmas is conjugated to the main sentence with the help of means which semantics determines its function. As a conclusion it can be noted that conjunction to the main sentence is realized by specific intonation. At the same time the means of coordinating and subordinating words connection that is coordinating and subordinating conjunctions and conjunctive words play an important role in conjunction of words and constructions to the basis proposition. The more active are the means that explain relations between words (məsələn, xatta, hətta, özü də, da, də i t.d). Uşaq yatmışdı. Özü də üzüqoylu (Ə.Nijat)
Reports on research projects
Functional-semantic characteristics of conjugated syntagmas. The conjugated syntagma functions as a separate part of proposition. But the possibilities of conjunction of separate proposition parts are different as it will be considered below.
Conjunction of subject syntagma. Subject can be the conjugated syntagma rather seldom. Conjunction of predicate syntagma. As the bearer of semantic load and predication kernel the predicate is separated from it also seldom. M.Z. Zakiev thinks that if this phenomenon takes place it certainly forms an incomplete proposition (8, page 199) but not a conjunction.
We can say about conjunction of predicate syntagmas only if it is specifying or homogenous to the predicate of basis sentence: (Tatar) Bolar bar da soüial-demokrat çuması. Orlov aqitaüiəse (T. Qizzat); (Azerb.) Qozbel ərik ağajının budaqlarında tumurjuqlar doğmağına lap az qalan düyə yelini kimi şişmişdi. Qızarmışdı (Ə. Əmirli).
Conjunctive syntagmas characterize person. At describing person there are used typified constructions that can be considered as conjunctive ones. It functions as subjects or predicates.
а) The largest group includes conjunctive syntagmas that designates person's profession, post, status, occupation, specialty and so on: d) The fourth group of described syntagmas includes words that express positive and negative personal characteristics: (Azerb) armağında var idi. Briliyant qaşlı üzük; (Tatar) Tasma tellənqən bula bit əle. Börokrat! (Q.Axunov).
Conjunction of attribute syntagmas. As it is known attribute with defined word forms the one syntagma. But the necessity of concretization, specification that is so typical for informal speech compels the speaker to describe object even with delay [9, 10] Conjunction of object syntagmas. Conjunction of direct and indirect objects that are necessary for completeness of sentence is observed much more seldom than attributes, adverbial modifiers of time and place. For example: (Azerb.) Səidə göy üzünü gördü. Ayı, ulduzları (Ə. Muğanlı), (Tatar). Ök...əle əna ukıp beterde ul. Un klassnı (R.İşmuratov).
Conjunction of syntagmas designating time and place. Conjunction of such syntagmas is most easy and it is observed much more frequently than syntagmas characterized with other meanings: cause, aim, measure, degree and so on. At last conjunction most often consists of one syntagma. But the succession of speech chain causes also an appearance of chain of conjugated syntagmas both homogenous and heterogenous ones.
Conclusions
There is a close connection between conjunction and syntagmatic segmentation of speech expressed in certain typicality of syntagmas. Conjugated syntagmas in the live Russian speech and in language of pieces of art are identical on its structural-grammatical models.
